
LED

Constructed from 3/8” aluminum.  CNC milled to house the 12V LED’s.  
And sealed with a 1/4” acrylic back for light dispersion.  The backlit LED 
numbers come in your choice of size, font, finish and LED colour.  We carry a 
3000K warm white or 6000K cool white.  Finish options are brushed 
aluminum, matte black or semi-gloss white.  Additional accessories sold 
separately. Mounting hardware and mounting template included.  These 
numbers are built to operate in all climate types. -55 C to +55 C.  

Warm White 3000K Cool White 6000K



Mounting Instructions

1) Your digit will arrive like this.
2) Taking it apart you will see the acrylic back and the milled aluminum.  
The LED’s are inside and can be removed in the future and replaced if 
needed.
3) There will be temporary shipping screws holding the numebr 
together.  Remove these and replace with the munting hardware.
4) Mount the pattern, level and tape to surface.  Drill out holes where 
shown with the proper drilling bit for the surface you are mounting to.
5 & 6) Put silicon or an adhesive into the mounting holes, feed the wire 
through first and then push the rest of the digit in.  Can be flsh mounted 
or stood off.
7 & 8) Here it is installed.  Once the power has been connected, you are 
done!
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Power Diagram
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12V transformer

Each digit has 1 wire coming
out of the back.  Each with a 
positing ( ) and negative (-).+

Once the wires are fed though
the surface, connect all the
( ) and (-) together and +
wire to transformer.

12V power 110V 

Timer or Light Sensor

We do not sell these additional items.  But if you are looking to 
include this in your address, a timer or light sensor can be added 
on the 110V side of power before the 12V transformer.  

The transformer is
for dry locations only.
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